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Gothic 1 steam guide

Popular steam guides and written guides, references, and guidance Hi everyone, I had a collection of Gothic games in my steam library, and various posts I came across made me want to finally let it go. I followed a steam guide for Gothic Patch 1 for things such as DX11 support and graphics package, I'm away from my computer but will paste link as soon as possible. It contains all the repairs I've
downloaded. I'm not really sure about any of this; My GPU went into overdrive, for example, and when I pressed 1 on the wedding board, a lot of grass appeared, and continued pressure led to a drastic downturn. How should I play Gothic, and are there manuals or tutorials regarding controls? My character also seems to rotate very slowly relative to mouse movement and everything is a bit
cumbersomePage 2 8 notes key points use SystemPack to remove the 25 FPS cap, fix compatibility issues, and improve resolution support. Steam cover doesn't work with this game. General Information GOG.com Community Discussions for a Series of Games GOG.com Support on the Steam Page Community Discussions Available [Edit] Differences Version[Edit] The original German version included
performance by Baxtermo omitted from later German releases and all international versions. Use Maud Extremo. Russian Goth: Collector's edition includes Gothic and Mod Diccuric. The German Gothic collector's edition includes Gothic along with the GothIC II and its expansion. Essential Improvements [Edit] Fixes [Edit] The latest retail patch is version 1.08k. Some digital distribution versions already
include this fix. To check the current patch version, see the lower-right corner of the main menu box. The Player Kit is required to play mods. Causes a small problem with a goal towards the end of the game; Use SystemPack to avoid this issue (recommended) or use Gothic_backup.exe to switch to this zone. Install the Player Pack[1] If you are using a disc version, make sure you have the latest fix (see
Fixes). Download and install the Player Pack. Mods can now be installed. The version number in the game changes to 1.08k_mod. Gothic will now display mod switch window at launch; To get a shortcut to launch the game without directly coating, change it to point to GothicMod.exe instead of Gothic.exe. SystemPack[Edit] Gothic 1/2 — SystemPack is a fix made by a fan, displays many fixes and features.
Download and installation instructions here. Requires a set of players. An alternate version of SystemPack called Union provides additional bug fixes and engine improvements, including improved performance, steam overlay support, and optional 64-bit fix for x64 systems. Instructions (in Russian and English) and downloaded. Requires c++ 2008 visual, visual c++ 2010 and a version of union itself of the
Player Kit whose instructions include as a separate installer. Skip Introductory Clips[Edit] Change the playLogoVideos[1] setting go to the configuration file location. Gothic editing.ini game changeLogoVideos = 1 to playLogoVideos = 0 Save The game will now go directly to the main menu when launched. The original extremo reenactment album featured a performance by In Extremo; This was omitted from
later liberators in Germany and from all international versions. Use Extremo. VDF[Require Citation] Download the Mod in Extremo. Extract to data in the installation folder. Start a new game. Baxtermo will appear in Chapter 2. Game Data[Edit] Location Configuration Files[Edit] Save Game Data Location[Edit] Save Cloud Sync Games[Edit] Video Settings[Edit]. Graphical settings. Widescreen resolution has
native support only for 1280x720, 1280x768, 1280x800, and 1440x900. Use other widescreen resolutions[2] Go to the installation folder. Go to the system Take a shortcut to the Gothic executable file: If the Player Kit is not installed, follow a gothic shortcut.exe If the Player Kit is installed, take a shortcut to GothicMod.exe right-click the shortcut and select Properties. Paste the following at the edge of the
destination field: -zRes:XXXX, XXXX,32 Replace xxxx parts with the width and height of your resolution. Click Apply. Use this shortcut to start the game with the resolution you selected. Switching tasks with windows can cause repeated Tab input when you return to the game (just press Tab again to make it work normally). Switching tasks during video cutscenes will crash the game (there are only four
during the game, excluding the alert and finish). Change the zStartupWindowed[1] setting To play the game at least once. Go to the location of the configuration files. Edit Gothic.ini zStartupWindowed=0 to zStartupWindowed=1 Scale Videos =1 to scale Videos=0 (otherwise videos are rendered in the corner of the screen). Save your changes. Full screen without agitation with windows[Edit] See window
for limitations of this mode. Set unguided window mode with full screen[1] Install the Player Set. Install SystemPack. Set zStartupWindowed =1 in Gothic.ini (see window). Set the desktop resolution in the game. Goth should now be displayed as a full-screen window with no borders. Audio Settings[Edit] Audio. Other VR adjustments support[Edit] unresolved issues[Edit] ATI 1xxx Invisible Inventory
Items[Edit] Art Art Become Invisible on 1xxx ATI Cards (the items themselves are still there). There's no known fix. One potential fix is to add zInventoryItemsDistanceScale = 2.0 under [game] in Gothic. Ini. [4] Fixed problems [editing] black videos (sound but no image)[Edit] This is caused by forerfiring swiping. Each of the methods below will fix this. Disable anti-aliasing video card anti-alias[Require
citation] Open the graphics card control panel. Set leveling to Application-Controlled. Apply the changes. Unscaled Video[Require Citation] Window border visible in full-screen mode[Edit] Gothic II show window border in full-screen mode in Windows 8 and later. The GOG.com version already includes this fix. Apply the Fix[Edit] Install SystemPack. Poor Use SystemPack. Access Violation Errors (Steam)
[Edit] Undo Steam Community Overlay While Playing [Need to Quote] Right-click the game in the Steam Library. Select Properties. Deselect Allow in-game steam community. Click Close to save your changes. Overflow notes to the game's Steam folder and act as an administrator will also work if you disable the game overlay. [Mention needed] An access violation/claim failed when saving[Edit] This can
be caused by deleting the save folder. Keep Folder[Require Citation] Go to the installation folder. Make a folder called Saved. If you want to delete a save in the future, delete the individual saves within the folder, not the Save folder itself. Goal not playing, the goal will not open a goal in the last area will not open when they play with player-kit due to the cuts that are not played. Use SystemPack. There is no
Alt+Tab (GOG.com)[Edit] version GOG.com prevents task switching to avoid certain potential problems (for example, crashing during FMV cuts). Remove GOG.com[Edit] Open Programs and Features (appwiz.cpl). Search for and remove GOG.com gothic. If you're using Windows 8 or later, install SystemPack. Gothic will now allow you to go through a mission at any time. Fixed tab input after Alt+Tab[edit]
after the game task is replaced may repeat constantly on the tab ↹ input; Press Tab ↹ click again to stop it. Gameplay starts, but the screen is black[Edit] If you have multiple monitors, disable/disconnect all except the one you use to activate Gothic. The game miles fast again even after EAX recovery software is installed[Edit] Gothic does not see dsound.dll shell of EAX Software Recovery. Create a
pre.load file, which invites the game to load .dll information[5] Open Notepad. Write exactly as .dll document. Save the document just like pre.load &lt;path-to-game&gt;to \System\ Start game, change sound provider to creative EAX 2 and exit. Start the game again and see if the sound provider is still the same. Notes Users with SystemPack installed should change FixMss=1 to FixMss=0 in the SystemPack
.ini file. SystemPack uses the application itself of surround sound recovery, which is purely software and because this EAX recovery software will not make an effect if FixMss is set to 1. More Info[Edit] API[Edit] System Requirements[Edit] Last Change Notes on 2020-04-30 Disclaimer: Some (including me) may find some of these hints/exploits cheating. This guide is only for educational purposes and fun.
Some of these hints/tips also apply to Gothic 2. I have the use of meat from a guide somewhere on the Internet I can't remember where, anyway well done to this person. The rest of the abuses I discovered myself. If you use some clues or embers from these guide, please add me to your credits, I'd appreciate it :) Widescreen resolution Gothic configuration supports small-tuned widescreen resolutions, add
the following text string as &lt;/path-to-game&gt;Argument: -zRes:1920,1200,32 It also works for Gothic 2. Here 1920 is the width, 1200 height and 32 bits per pixel, change it to your preferred resolution. Fix crash with Steam version Turn off steam overlay. If this option does not work, rename GameOverlayRenderer.dll in your steam folder to _GameOverlayRenderer.dll. I highly recommend buying the better
version GOG.com. The GOG version does not have DRM and allows for easier modding, it also allows to play in most published languages: German, English, Polish, moreover it has some original artwork and soundtrack included. Upgrade steam version to standalone version and remove STEAM DRM (Gothic 1 and 2) you can install the Gothic playerkit kit and patches to remove the steam DRM.
WorldOfGothic playerkit fixes: Play Gothic in a different language with English subtitles (works best with GOG version) if you like me played the English version many times, but want to hear the (original) voice audio or if you want to play with different audio than you used to, then you can copy the speech.vdf file of your preferred version to your game files. Or, turn on subtitles. I used it to play the English
version of Gothic with the original German voice and English subtitles. Easy money/weapons/armor/other items to steal from his home at night to attack Huno the blacksmith in the old camp and steal all his steel. So make some weapons and sell them with a dealer. When you ask his hon on volume equipment it will respawn with 5 of each type of steel. It is also a pretty good starting weapon (requires 20
power). Also his chest is located next to a sharpening stone and fire contains some steel as well, lock and pry him. The combination is: RRLRLL. The box contains _at least_ 20 raw steel, forging it to get 20 raw swords which you can sell for 50 ore each to a trader. It will generate some nice start money (1000+ ore) :) Stealing weapons from the castle in the old tip camp is useful for getting weapons starting
pretty well. Before entering the castle itself drop your ore (control left + down for me) in front of it. This will ensure when you are caught (and you ;)) ore will not be stolen by the guards. Now use the skate technique beyond the guard described below and you should be able to get into his Castle Gomez. Run left where some weapons are stored. Now make sure you at least steal the best weapon (sword
battle) and steal as much as you can until you get hit. I usually stand in the corner because that's where the best weapons are (sword battle, sword judgment, etc.). Now you will have some nice starting weapons(s) and the good thing is they require very few features (about 13 power). Scraper free armor the new camp in the new camp to go to the mine and talk to Swiney at the bottom of the hollow. Ask
who he is and then ask to join the scrapers. He'll give you a digger dress worth 250 ore. It has the following stats: + 10 against firearms. + 5 people Fire. It'll also give you free entry to the bar in the new camp. Unlimited bottled water in the new camp in a recommended search will be allocated to receive bottled water from the rice man. He'll give you endless amounts of bottled water in groups of 12. Armour
amulet and increase hp potion in the old camp in the main castle there are at least 3 boxes with valuable items that don't require a key: middle right side (looking from the entrance), 1 bust: lock combination: LLLLRLRL booty: +15 anti-weapons, +15 against arrows (amulet of stone skin) (worth: 1000 ore) in addition to have 2 locked doors on the right side of this room. The last room has 3 floors with lots of
boxes. Left side, 1 breast: Lock combination: RLLLLLRR Booty: +8 mana amulet (equals: 600 ore) 2 potions (+70 throne) dreamcall (marijuana) 120 coins (equals: nothing) on the right, 2 Boxes with: Lock Combination: RLLLRLLR Booty: Armor Ammo, +15 Anti-Weapon (Equals: 600 Ore) Maximum Life Potion, +10 Max Life (Equal: 1000 Ore) Speed Potion (1 minute duration) 4 Potions (+70 throne) Harvest
egg camp twice on the swamp-weed harvest journey You must get a marijuana egg After this journey you can get the harvest again, but you can keep the harvest without consequences. Taking advantage of this exploitative past skate is really simple, just pull out your weapon before you are targeted by the guard and run past them that bypasses the dialog sequence. When you're just out of range of your
weapon case again, so the people around don't get mad. Working really well on the guards in front of the castle of the old camp, the Templars of Y'Berrion and new mercenaries in a camp near Wizards Water, just to name a few. Replicate meat to go to the pan and focus/focus it so it says pan or similar. Now open your inventory and select the meat. Now cook the meat (for me control left + up arrow).
Inventory should remain open. Now you're going to have twice as much meat as you used to have. Do it a few times you will have a lot of meat, easy to trade with ore/other items as well. Fall from great highs when you fall or jump from where you normally get damage and fall you can do the following trick: slightly ahead of ground use left or right strafe. This works because it resets the falling animation.
There are also other ways to achieve the same thing as an attack with a weapon in the air. Experience/level tips test belief (extra exp) you get an extra 750 exp (from Lars) when you forge the letter in the new camp and then give it to Diego. You can still join both camps after this. Fighting skeleton occults and their skeletons an easy way to get more experience is to give skeleton occults to summon as many
skeletons as they can. After you've defeated them all.Kill the skeleton over: fixed str /dex/mana/hp potions/items and teachers when you want to get the maximum power at the end of the game you need to save the items and give you a steady boost. Teachers of Skill and mana will not train more than 100 of each skill. However using potions and search rewards you can increase this over 100. You should
also look for the following: learn to get extra power into your fist from Horatio (Power +5, it can't be done after level 100 power). Smoke the strongest non-journey place (+2 mana). Permanent potions at this one Sleeper Temple is really obvious, but I want to point out the mummy's on each side where Xardas situated has a lot and I mean a lot of permanent potions. It'll give you a nice boost before the final
fight. Permanent potions as a reward in travel always choose the permanent potion as a reward for tasks when you can, for example the search for conveying the message to high fire magicians (mana potion) or one to bring the yearbook to the cult camp. Don't forget to collect the potions from The Water Wizard Riodian when you do the Focus Stones search, it contains a power potion and value (+3). In
summary when you use the tips described above Gothic should be a really easy game and you should be able to reach a high level (er) with a lot of mana/power/hp. have fun! Fun!
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